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Now fully updated for version 1.5, this comprehensive book-DVD combo starts with the basics of image management and takes you step by step all the way through Aperture's powerful photo-editing, image-retouching, proofing, publishing, and archiving features. Version 1.5's new features are completely covered, including the new image editing tools, expanded search capabilities, new Loupe tool, and support for many more RAW file formats. It delivers comprehensive training - the equivalent of a two-day course - in one project-based book. You'll learn time-saving techniques for sorting, ranking, and organizing images for use in different jobs, and effective ways to display images for client review, apply metadata, keep your online portfolio up to date automatically, color-manage your workflow from input to final print, and much more. Real-world exercises feature professional photography from a variety of genres, including fashion, sports, wedding, commercial, and portraiture. All the files you need to complete the exercises are included on the DVD.

This book takes a hands-on approach to learning Aperture. The lessons are designed to let you be a "fly on the wall" at several real-world photo assignments, performing importing, organizing, image editing, and all the other tasks associated with a photo shoot in the context of a professional workflow. The projects represent a cross-section of specialty photography genres and types of shoots. Whether or not your type of photography is specifically featured, you will find that the depicted assignments and shoots can be applied to any type of photography.

Aperture has an extensive list of keyboard shortcuts and varied ways of navigating through its menus and interface. We will focus on the most common keyboard shortcuts you can use to increase your efficiency. Aperture's Getting Started guide (available from the Help menu) includes a comprehensive list of keyboard shortcuts.
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Systemic Design Methodologies for Electrical Energy Systems: Analysis, Synthesis and Management (Iste)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This book proposes systemic design methodologies applied to electrical energy systems, in particular analysis and system management, modeling and sizing tools.

	It includes 8 chapters: after an introduction to the systemic approach (history, basics & fundamental issues, index terms) for designing energy systems, this book presents...
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Server-side GPS and Assisted-GPS in Java (Artech House Gnss Technologies and Applications)Artech House Publishers, 2009

	Assisted-GNSS is an interesting field to work in at present. Demand for accurate location is increasing and new satellites and signals are coming online through the GPS modernization program and the emergence of new GNSSs.


	This book is a practical exploration of A-GNSS with particular focus on A-GPS. It provides some theoretical...
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An Introduction to Neural NetworksCRC Press, 1997
Covers: artificial neurons as models of their real counterparts; the geometry of network action in pattern space; gradient descent methods, including back-propagation; associative memory and Hopfield nets; and self-organization and feature maps.

This book grew out of a set of course notes for a neural networks module given as part of a...
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Mediterranean Mountain EnvironmentsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Mediterranean mountains exhibit many similarities in their biotic ecological, physical and environmental characteristics. There are also many differences in terms of their human colonization pattern, historic land uses and current anthopogenic pressures. 

	

	This book provides an introduction to these environments of...
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Information Security Policies and Actions in Modern Integrated SystemsIdea Group Publishing, 2004
Information Security Policies and Actions in Modern Integrated Systems is an overview of current research in theoretical and practical aspects of security in distributed systems, in particular in information systems and related security tools. Issues treated in the book are security in XML-based management systems, security of multimedia data,...
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Arduino Electronics BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Make common electronic devices interact with an Arduino board to build amazing out-of-the-box projects


	About This Book

	
		Build interactive electronic devices using the Arduino
	
		Learn about web page, touch sensor, Bluetooth, and infrared controls
	
		A project-based guide to create...
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